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SVM: Time line of a short attack and a counter offensive Compiled by: Captain Benny Changelog of revisions at bottom of report With the strength of silver this past year, it should comes as no surprise that a number of scandals would arise in the silver metals markets. From multiple suites against JP Morgan and HSBC for silver manipulation to miners being beaten up because their mines are “too good” to be true. This is the timeline of an orchestrated short attack on the junior mining company Silvercorp Metals (SVM). While the story likely started many months ago, before the short interest started increasing dramatically, the events of the last two weeks are startling. The story of Silvercorp Metals began making headlines September 2nd as report from an anonymous author hit the Internet and its share price began falling quickly. Silvercorp management acted quickly to squash the rumors with the oldest trick in the book: stating the facts of the company and showing the documentation to back it. The short sellers behind the report didn’t get enough, so mysteriously a couple days later a website named AlfredLittle.com publishes a report it says its been working on for months. Perfect timing? I’ll leave you to decide. The time line follows:



2010-12-31 • Nasdaq-reported short interest: 352,794. Adjusted close price: $12.78 2011-5 • Unnamed hedge fund commissions report on Silvercorp as evidenced by article later published Sept 14. 2011-6-3 through 2011-6-6 • Reuters publishes that SVM will miss guidance only to withdraw such claim saying”The alert was inadvertently issued from a press release of an unrelated research firm.” 2011-7-29 • Official short interest: 3,601,537. Up 1020% YTD. Approx 2% shares outstanding. Close price: $10.36 2011-08-15 • Official short Interest: 9.6M. Up 267.5% in two weeks. Up 2731% YTD. Approx 5% of shares outstanding. Close price: $9.43 2011-8-29 • An anonymous letter is sent to Silvercorp, Ernst & Young (Silvercorp's auditors), and the Ontario Securities Commission stating a “Potential $1.3 Billion Accounting Fraud at Silvercorp” 2011-8-31 • Official short Interest: 15.6M. Up 162% in two weeks. Up 4429% YTD. Approx 9% of shares outstanding. Close price: $8.73 2011-9-1 • Silvercorp receives the Anonymous Letter 2011-9-2 • Silvercorp responds to Anonymous Letter after seeing short interest rise quickly to approximately 23M shares short. This very public response includes a number of attachments including tax receipts, bank statements, links to technical reports, and other evidence that demonstrates that Anonymous Letter is full of false statements. Close price: $7.53 on a massive volume of 20M versus the previous month's average of 4.8M traded/day 2011-9-8 • Adam Gefvert posts that his verdict on SVM is “not guilty”. This is the first article he has posted on SVM and its implied from the text of the article that he had not researched the company prior. Adam reports that he is long SVM at the time. 2011-9-9 • The British Columbia Securities Commission makes the unusual news release asking for the anonymous author to step forward and justify said claims. To date, no one has. 2011-9-11 • COO Gao Myles acquires 2,990 shares at $8.529 or $25,500. 2011-9-13 • A newly created website “http://chinastockwatch.com/” claims to be the author of the original Anonymous Letter. The domain was newly registered on 2011-9-6, a week after the first letter was sent. [ Mirrored here. ] The posted article on the website differs significantly from Anonymous Letter and backs off on many claims originally in that letter.



AlfredLittle.com publishes “Silvercorp Metals: Questionable Customers, Geologists, Production, Quality and Serious Related Party Failures” . This report is also anonymous and claims that Silvercorp's Ying mine is overstating production information and ore quality. • Carson Block of Muddy Waters LLC states that they are (at the time) shorting SVM. • SVM files reports indicating it has acquired more than 2M shares for cancellation under its share repurchase program. • Reuters publishes “Short-sellers hit Silvercorp, stock slumps” which mentions “UBS in a research note on Monday said it had seen no indication of fraud at Silvercorp.” • FinancialPost.com claims that AlfredLittle.com is “one of the most widely-followed publishers of fraud accusations against Chinese companies listed on North American exchanges” But then later quietly revises the story, as indicated by ReachWest on TFMetalsReport.com here. • Casey Research publishes report on SVM and finishes by saying “panicking is not the right course. We're not changing our [strong buy] recommendation.” • Volume Surges to 35.4M shares. Closing price: $6.30 2011-9-14 • Advisor Jack Austin acquires 5,000 shares at $6.66 or $33,300. CEO Rui Feng acquires 35,000 at $6.54 or $228,900. • Silvercorp responds to the AlfredLittle.com claims with a press release. • Brad Humphrey at Raymond James reiterates outperform rating on Silvercorp with a $16 price target. • The Globe and Mail publishes an article titled “Hedge Fund Commissioned Stinging Silvercorp Report in May” but then later revises the title and article contents. The authors Brenda Bouw and Tim Kiladze must have wanted to back off their original title. The site editor prevents commenting on the article “for legal reasons.” An earlier copy of the article is available here that mentions the hedge fund involvement with some details. • Korelin Economics Report interviews two experts in the industry related to the allegations against Silvercorp. • Three named people at Raymond James reiterate an outperform rating with 12-month price target of $16. • Silvercorp closes $6.48, volume 35.37M shares. 2011-9-15 • Silvercorp announces it has repurchased 3,918,012 shares with $31M as part of its repurchase program. Close price: $7.02 2011-9-16 • SVM CEO Rui Feng spends an additional $700,000 of his personal capital to acquire 100,000 shares at $6.99. • SVM CEO Rui Feng is interviewed on Lang & O'Leary Exchange. (Interview states around minute 47) • Lorne Waldman of Silvercorp is interviewed on FinancialSense.com [ MP3 ] He states that Silvercorp has a history of providing qualified analysts access to the mines they operate and that nobody needs to sneak around picking up rocks on the side of the road or counting the number of trucks transporting ore as was claimed by the AlfredLittle report. • Hedge-fund paid Carson Block interviewed at Bloomberg. Carson Block says “we were short at the time we tweeted it” but does not indicate if they continue to hold the short position. This appears to be an attempt to deceive the viewer by giving the appearance that Muddy Waters is short, yet be able to claim no lie later on. • The Globe and Mail publishes a heavily criticized article “Silvercorp's defence left questions unanswered” authored by Tim Kiladze. • SVM closes unchanged: $7.02 on volume of 9.7M 2011-9-19 • 10:32 AM EST AlfredLittle.com posts a “full” report on SVM • Following a “full” report posted on AlfredLittle.com, Silvercorp publishes an Open Letter to Shareholders. In this letter, the CEO references and links to major pieces of both the anonymous and non-anonymous claims as well as evidence countering it. • 11:00 AM EST ZeroHedge decides to finally post something about SVM, even after the compiler of this document, sent multiple requests over the weekend to post the time line. ZeroHedge decided instead to only post the one side of the story, even with plenty of evidence showing many of the claims to be blatantly false. [Authors note: I do not object to ZH's coverage of SVM, I believe it to be as pessimistic as ZH always is.] • Bloomberg reports to have conducted a phone interview with a name behind a telephone of Simon Moore (Alfred Little fame). The article contains no evidence of questions being asked of Moore and contains nothing of substance not already known publicly. •



Point-by-point rebuttal of allegations made previously and earlier in the day. The Globe and Mail publishes an article titled “Silvercorp lashes out at new accusations”authored by Brenda Bouw. • CFO Meng (Maria) Tang purchases 12,200 shares on the open market at $6.81 or $83,082. • SVM closes 6.97 on volume of 12.9M 2011-9-20 • Adam Gefvert posts “Silvercorp's Management Speaks In Exaggerations And Half-Truths” on SeekingAlpha. No new facts are posted, however Adam claims that he had a conversations (plural) with “several investor relations” people, including one person on or after 2011-9-13. Adam's gripe is that during the supposed conversation, the IR person could not provide evidence of something that is not the responsibility of SVM to provide. Adam claims to be short SVM, only 8 business days after claiming to be long SVM. (Editor's note to Adam: Here is some advice before you cry fowl that IR won't pamper you: Do your own due diligence, don't expect IR to do your homework for you. If you want to contact a person behind a clearly nonanonymous report, then do so yourself! I must question how many in-depth and thorough conversations one can have since first discovering SVM at the earliest of maybe 2011-9-2.) • Dr Feng presents “Fight Against Short and Distort”in Denver Colorado. • Brenda Bouw of the Mail and Globe publishes “Silvercorp fights to clear its name” • Silvercorp closes 7.02 on volume of 9.2M • The shell website setup only two weeks prior at ChinaStockWatch.com exceeds its bandwidth and is shutdown. It is pointed out publicly that the hosting company for this domain has a primary focus on anonymous hosting. • Metal Augmentor publishes its own analysis of the claims and even photos from the mine as “Charlatan Exposed: Silvercorp's Shorts” • SVM files information indicating it acquired 750,000 shares for cancellation at an average price of $6.745 between 2011-9-14 and 2011-9-19. 450k of these shares were acquired on 2011-9-19 2011-9-21 • Pseudonym “Alfred Little” can't seem to face the facts that his reports have shown a consistent lineage of deception and lies only to later be discredited with official documentation and actual facts. One more attempt at deception. • After market close, Knight Capital Group publishes report on SVM with a 12-month price target of $12.50, saying in the report “In this case the Deep Throat merely looks Deeply Ignorant.” • Trimzy at Seeking Alpha publishes “Silvercorp Metals: Confident in its Legacy”. This is Trimzy's first article post, but Trimzy's first post was Jan 18th, 2011. There is very little by way of posting history for Trimzy. • AlfredLittle.com tries to legitimize itself. The published PDF contains a few dates and claims, but negates many facts of each case. Including the intentional lies and deceptions issued by AL well documented here and elsewhere, including NY state court where AL won't step foot to back published claims. • AlfredLittle.com reiterates that there were inflated earnings of 524% without presenting any evidence of such. • Mineweb.com publishes “Short-selling from the dark: Who is behind the damaging Silvercorp reports?” • Even with silver crashing on the day, SVM closes $7.13 on 10.4M share volume. • •



Three month chart of Silvercorp Metals



Same pattern identified with same characters: Besides Silvercorp, it appears that a eerily familiar attack was made to China Green Agriculture by “Alfred Little” who is believed to either be Fred Yu who worked at Lehman Brothers before it went under or someone Mr Yu knows well. Evidence here and here. Also look into DEER and their success in court because Alfred Little can't stand behind their reports in front of a judge. See also: blistering report by Rick Pearson about Muddy Waters. Changelog: 2011-9-18 11:59AM EST: Post to TFMetalsReport.com and email to ZH 2011-9-18 1:55 PM EST: Add information on the Globe and Mail and closing data on 2011-9-14 2011-9-18 2:44 PM EST: Added link to earlier version of Globe and Mail text 2011-9-18 8:13 PM EST: Remove disclosure notice, I've slept with too many women for it to matter. Added information about Fred Yu and CGA 2011-9-19 9:38 PM EST Lots of events today. ZeroHedge covered it, SVM press release and letter to investors, “interview” lacking journalistic integrity of “Simon Moore”. 2011-9-20 1:27 AM EST Add link to rebuttals. 2011-9-20 9:27 PM EST Maria Tang buys more shares, Adam Gefvert shows he's incompetent at recommending stocks either long or short... you decide if its a pump and dump or just stupidity. Other events of the day. Updated 3 month chart. 2011-9-20 10:15 PM EST: Updated link for old Rick Pearson article, other minor updates. 2011-9-21 2:56 AM EST: Corrected second to last sentence. I do not have the court filings for the Deer vs AL case. If anyone can acquire these, please post publicly or send them to me. 2011-9-21 3:31 AM EST: Add Korelin report interview with named experts who have met Silvercorp management and researched the company for more than 5 years... not anonymous people or claims. 2011-9-21 8:13 AM EST: Add Metal Augmenter article, add Raymond James and Casey Research links I forgot to mention previously. 2011-9-21 Lots of updates. Knight Capital addition. Alfred Little makes another attempt after all previous reports were discredited. Adam Gefvert resorts to name calling by labeling the many professional full-time analysts and casual investors discussing SVM as “children.” Additionally he tries to make the point “This entity (1st Bridge) has never before been known about, and Al can't find it anywhere on the internet. It's like it doesn't even exist” … I guess that same logic applies to AlfredLittle.com's “expert” IFRA group which is a shell website and not a legal business. Additionally, no person answers the phone at the company's phone number.
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